# CourseEvalUM Help Center

## Students
- How do I complete my course evaluations?
- How do I see evaluation results as a student?
- When will a course be evaluated?

See all articles...

## Administrators
- Which courses are evaluated?
- How do I see evaluation results as an administrator?
- When will reports be available?

See all articles...

## Frequently Used Links
- Complete Evaluations
- View Evaluation Results - Students (Canvas)
- View Evaluation Results - Instructors & Administrators
- View Evaluation Results in Legacy System (Fall 2007-Spring 2014)
- Course and Instructor Lists
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## Instructors
- When will a course be evaluated?
- How do I see evaluation results as an instructor or TA?
- How do I monitor the response rate for a course I'm teaching?
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## Department Schedulers
- How do I verify that my department's course evaluations will run correctly?
- How does SIS Teacher Collect affect course evaluations?
- Which courses are evaluated?
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